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Key insights
Finding the upside to compete and win
Successful retailers share common mindsets and behaviours that contribute to their ability to generate strategies that 
create growth. They are also better equipped to face adversity, finding ways to turn risks into opportunities.
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Key insights
In this latest edition of CommBank’s Retail Insights Report, 
business confidence has reached another all-time high, 
underpinned by growth in revenue, increases in foot traffic 
and online sales, as well as an expectation of a strong 
economy.

Retailers are creating their own success in this environment 
by launching new initiatives, opening new locations, 
introducing new products with higher margins, and 
adopting a leadership approach that can mobilise their 
organisation and develop resilience against threats in the 
market.  

While all categories remain confident, there has 
been another significant uplift in optimism amongst 
multichannel retailers, continuing the trend we first started 
reporting on two years ago. 

Despite a broad base of confidence, the industry 
acknowledges that the potential for retail businesses to 
falter is real in an operating environment punctuated 
by fast paced change and an increasingly empowered 
consumer who has more ways to spend, on more products 
than ever before.

Almost half of the retailers surveyed acknowledge they face 
a chance of failure over the next three to five years with 
competitive factors, including the rise of marketplaces, and 
trends such as changes in buying patterns, contributing to 
that fear.

The trait that separates retailers that succumb to these 
factors from those who rise to the challenge is resilience. 
Successful, resilient retailers tend to have leaders who view 
risks as opportunities or aspects of the retail cycle to be 
actively managed in their business strategies.

They are characterised as open minded and adaptable and 
can adjust their strategies to counter core risks and protect 
their customer propositions and market positioning. 

The confident, passionate leaders stewarding successful, 
resilient retail businesses also foster a strong, empowering 
culture. This enables them to be forward-focused, always 
placing the customer at the centre of their business and 
tackling challenges that ensure their brand’s continued 
differentiation.

On the other hand, retailers with low resilience can struggle 
to adapt quickly to the changing retail environment, and to 
capitalise on opportunities. 

Encouragingly, despite adopting a realistic view of structural 
changes within the retail sector, 63% of retailers consider 
themselves to be resilient and confident that their business 
will survive, and even thrive, beyond three to five years. 

In this report, we examine the attributes, behaviours 
and mindsets of resilient retailers. We also look at how a 
retailer’s relationship with their landlord can contribute 
to their success and how this can be amplified when 

supportive landlords and resilient retailers work in 
partnership together.

As always, we’d love to hear from you about your own retail 
experiences. And if you’d like to learn more about how you 
can put our insights into practice within your own business, 
please get in touch with our team of retail specialists.

Jerry Macey 
National Manager, Retail Industry 
Business and Private Banking 
Commonwealth Bank of Australia

About CommBank Retail Insights

CommBank Retail Insights is an exclusive, wide-ranging analysis of the Australian retail sector. This edition is based on two surveys carried out by ACA Research on behalf of the Commonwealth Bank:
• An online survey of Australian retailers in July 2018, involving 638 decision makers from small, 

medium and large retailers across Australia, with turnover ranging from less than $1 million to 
over $500 million.  Results have been categorised into four key retail sectors: Homewares & 
Hardware, Food & Liquor, Clothing & Footwear, Other Retail.

• Individual 60 minute in-depth interviews (face-to-face or over the phone) with senior 
leaders and decision-makers from seven retailers and six retail property landlords 
across Australia in July 2018.

Release date: December 2018
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All All Bricks and 
mortar only

Multi-
channel

Pure play 
online

32% 42% 19%50% 43%

Stay the same 50% 44% 59%38% 45%

18% 14% 22%12% 12%

Net score (increase-decrease) 14 28 38 31-3

2017 2018Forecast business 
conditions over the 
next 12 months
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Key insights

Change in the number of  
bricks and mortar stores

Past 12  
months

Predicted change  
in next 12 months

Increase 35% 32%

Stay the same 61% 57%

Decrease 4% 11%

Online sales: proportion  
of multichannel retailers' 
overall sales (by volume)

Actual

July 17 25%

July 18 29%

July 19 34%

12 month 
forecast

Change in foot traffic over 
past 12 months

Multichannel Bricks and 
mortar only

Increase 53% 42%

Stay the same 23% 32%

Decrease 24% 26%

Mobile sales: proportion  
of online sales (by volume)

Actual 12 month 
forecast

July 17 26%

July 18 40%

July 19 43%

Improve

Decline
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Mindset of a  
resilient retailer

Perceived risk of failure  
over the next 3-5 years

16%

11%

Key insights

Confident - they know their market. No chance at all

High chance

39%Low chance
Passionate - about their offering.  
They demonstrate expertise and 
authenticity.

34%Some chance
Optimistic - they recognise and target 
opportunity, not obstacles.

Receptive - they are open to new 
ideas and tend to be collaborative.

Revenue growth

Over 10% growth 18% 23%

6-10% growth 26% 26%

1-5% growth 32% 30%

No growth 12% 12%

Decline 12% 9%

 Past 12 months (actual)
 Next 12 months (expected)

Perceived level  
of resilience

High 15%

Medium 48%

Low 37%
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WA SA and NT QLD NSW and ACT VIC and TAS
Forecast business conditions over the next 12 months

H1 2018 H2 2018 H1 2018 H2 2018 H1 2018 H2 2018 H1 2018 H2 2018 H1 2018 H2 2018

Improve 56% 38% 36% 43% 42% 44% 42% 43% 38% 44%

Stay the same 37% 36% 36% 43% 39% 40% 42% 44% 48% 46%

Decline 7% 26% 28% 14% 19% 16% 16% 13% 14% 10%

Impact of business risk factor types 

Low Med High Low Med High Low Med High Low Med High Low Med High

Market factors 33% 39% 28% 36% 42% 22% 36% 32% 32% 37% 39% 24% 37% 41% 22%

Functional factors 53% 34% 13% 51% 36% 13% 50% 33% 17% 49% 37% 14% 50% 36% 14%

Strategic factors 56% 31% 13% 58% 30% 12% 58% 29% 13% 55% 33% 12% 54% 35% 11%

Assessment of resilience against challenges, vulnerabilities or adversity

High resilience 16% 14% 13% 14% 17%

Medium resilience 40% 45% 46% 51% 48%

Low resilience 44% 41% 41% 35% 35%

Estimate of chance of business failure over the next 3 - 5 years

No chance at all 14% 16% 17% 16% 17%

Low chance 42% 39% 32% 41% 39%

Some chance 30% 37% 42% 30% 35%

High chance 14% 8% 9% 13% 9%

State by state view
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Long-term success starts with a mindset
Successful retailers are focused and flexible
Tailoring your offering to meet the needs of customers over the long-term requires careful attention to changing trends and a willingness to embrace change.
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What 
retailer 
resilience 
looks like
Retailers who have been successful over time 
have been highly responsive to change.

Adaptability is a hallmark of success in retail and 
never more so than now when the traditional 
retail business model is morphing, with a shift to 
providing a more customer-centric experience 
where shoppers have more choice in how they 
browse, shop, purchase and receive goods.

While recognising the presence of a range of risk 
factors, when considering their ability to face 
challenges, vulnerabilities and adversity, nearly 
two thirds of retailers report medium to high 
levels of resilience. 

Our research also found that resilience is closely 
aligned with scale and the channel strategy 
being pursued by retailers.

Multichannel operators, with more ways to 
reach shoppers and the benefit of 24/7 trading 
hours, have indicated they feel better prepared 
to overcome challenges and adversity. In 
fact, at 18%, more than double the number 
of multichannel retailers claimed to be highly 
resilient compared to bricks and mortar only 
retailers (7%).

Rating resilience
Nearly two thirds of retailers report medium to high resilience.

CommBank Retail Insights Report
Edition 7

Low resilience
37%

High resilience
15%

Medium resilience
48%
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Scale is 
key to 
resilience
Looking at business scale, retailers with higher 
turnover consider themselves more resilient. 
The vast majority (87%) of retailers with more 
than $500m turnover indicate medium to high 
resilience, however this reduces with annual 
revenues, with just 47% of retailers with under 
$1m in turnover reporting resilience of that same 
level.

When looking more closely at perceived 
business risk factors, retailers in the turnover 
bracket of $1 million to $10 million identified 
higher levels of anxiety across most factors when 
compared to both smaller and larger businesses. 
In particular, these retailers cite greater concern 
about the need to respond to market trends, 
pricing and promotion, people and supply chain 
issues. 

For smaller retailers with annual revenues under 
$1 million, worries about competition and the 
economy were greater than their larger peers. 

Businesses with turnover between $10 million to 
$500 million are more concerned about product, 
brand and technology issues than both larger 
and smaller competitors.

The largest retailers, with more than $500 
million in annual turnover, report being less 
vulnerable to risks across the board.

CommBank Retail Insights Report
Edition 7

Channel strategy impacts on success
Multichannel retailers consider themselves most resilient.

Scale influences resilience
Resilience increases with the size of a business.

Bricks and mortar only

Less than $1 million

Pure play online

$1 million to  
$9.99 million 

Multichannel

$10 million to  
$500 million 

More than  
$500 million

 Low resilience  Medium resilience  High resilience

 Low resilience  Medium resilience  High resilience

43% 50% 7%

43% 43% 14%

30% 52% 18%

53% 38% 9%

35% 53% 12%

29% 56% 15%

13% 46% 41%
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Rating risk 
factors
Overall, a majority of retailers claim that  
external market factors including competition, 
the economy, and changes in trends, present a 
risk in the short to medium term (between three 
to five years).

The most common risk factor was competition, 
both local and international, cited by 70% of 
retailers. 

As an extension to heightening competition, 
59% of retailers saw competitive pricing, 
including industry-wide discounting and 
dynamic pricing, as a threat.

Sixty-six per cent of retailers indicated that 
economic factors posed a threat to their success, 
specifically interest rates, low wages, high 
household debt and currency fluctuations. 

In addition, 61% of retailers nominated missing 
market trends, changing buyer behaviour, lack of 
customer insight, and wrong channel mix, as risk 
factors.

Factors such as finance, operations, strategy, 
technology, data and insights, were considered 
risks by fewer retailers - perhaps not surprising 
as businesses have more direct control over 
these areas.

Risk factors
More retailers consider market factors a risk to their business.

CommBank Retail Insights Report
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Competition, economy, market trends, pricing and promotion

Supply chain, people, network, product, brand

Finances, operations, strategy, technology, data & insights

Market

Functions

Strategy

 Low/no risk  Some risk  High risk

36%

50%

56% 32%

36% 14%

12%

39% 25%
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Close to half of all retailers report there is some 
chance of failure in the short to medium term. 

Forty-five per cent believe they have a moderate 
to high chance of failure while 39% believe there 
is a low chance over the next three to five years. 
Only 16% of retailers are confident their business 
has no chance of failure.

Comparing the views of retailers who report a 
high chance of failure with those who regard 
failure as unlikely, reveals key differences in 
mindset and approach.

The most resilient retailers are less concerned 
about factors over which they have some 
control, such as creating a differentiated brand 
or developing a clear strategy.

Less resilient retailers are more concerned about 
these factors, suggesting they are not taking 
steps to mitigate risks that are under their 
influence.

The key difference between the two groups of 
retailers is that resilient retailers tend to focus on 
the factors they can affect and not those outside 
of their control.

Mindset 
and 
approach 
matter

CommBank Retail Insights Report
Edition 7

Risk factors
Less resilient retailers are more likely to regard factors as business risks, even if they could mitigate them.  
The chart below shows the percentage of respondents citing each factor as a risk to their business. 

Brand

Supply chain

Market trends

Product

Strategy

Operations

Technology

Network

Economy

Data & insights

Pricing & promotion

Finances

People

Competition

 Low chance of failure  Gap: High chance − Low chance  High chance of failure

51%

39%

38%

38%

36%

36%

36%

35%

34%

34%

33%

32%

21%

18% 80%

77%

72%

70%

70%

80%

67%

75%

65%

68%

86%

64%

68%

83%

61%

36%

29%

56%

45%

32%

41%

32%

47%

30%

36%

40%

26%

31%
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Think like a successful retailer
Modelling resilience
Running a retail business is complex but an adaptable leader can create success by cultivating a robust, customer-centric business 
model, a differentiated offering and the ability to be agile.
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Overall, retailers report that resilience is underpinned by strong leadership, a collaborative mindset, and a view to seek out and 
take advantage of new opportunities.

Retailers with a high level of resilience invest more in data and technology, and are guided by evidence in order to protect their 
capital and profits. Employees in these organisations have a stronger sense of connection, and leadership has cultivated a growth 
mindset within the business.  Statements such as these resonate with highly resilient retailers:

–  ‘Employees feel strongly connected to the business and are likely to go out of their way to support it, even in times of 
adversity’ and,

–  ‘The business collects and analyses customer and business performance data efficiently to enable informed decision making 
and future-proof the business.’

Retailers that consider themselves to have low resilience are less likely to agree with these comments, and tend to limit their focus 
to day-to-day operations. Statements that may resonate more with less resilient retailers include:

– ‘The business is always on the lookout for new products, services and experiences that keep the business relevant’ and,

– ‘ The business works hard with suppliers and customers to develop trusted relationships that are enduring  
through difficult times’.

Retailers with high levels of resilience don’t discount these comments, rather they agree with both sets of statements,  
further highlighting the combination of internal and external factors they account for when developing their strategies.

How to think and act like  
a successful retailer

CommBank Retail Insights Report
Edition 7

" Successful retailers look at adversity 
differently. They sift for what they can 
affect themselves and focus on where 
they can exert control.”
Jerry Macey  
National Manager, Retail Industry 
Business and Private Banking 
Commonwealth Bank of Australia
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Our qualitative research examined the 
behaviours and mindsets of retail leaders when 
thinking about their successes and the risks they 
face. Our findings provide a model for a resilient 
retail business.

Resilient retailers understand the need to 
maintain relevance with their customers to 
achieve their goal of growth. They do so by 
being customer-centric and differentiating 
themselves from competitors.

A customer centric retailer:

• Knows their customer 
• Gives those customers what they want, when 

and how they want it
• Engages customers and delivers an 

enjoyable, convenient, and often seamless 
transaction

You can find out more about how different 
generations shop in Edition 5 of our Retail 
Insights. 

A differentiated retailer competes on:

• Functionality
• Efficiency
• Scale
• Personalisation

Successful retailers do not differentiate 
themselves across all factors – instead they 
strategically select the factors that best align 
with their retail sector’s characteristics, and their 
target markets’ needs and expectations.

You can find out more about how retailers 
differentiate themselves in Edition 6 of our 
Retail Insights.

CommBank Retail Insights Report
Edition 7

Hallmarks of a resilient retail business

Retailer mindset Strategy 
Stay relevant

Approach

Confident 
Know their market.

Passionate 
Demonstrate expertise 
and authenticity. They 
are not simply on-
selling product.

Optimistic 
Look for and recognise 
opportunity, not 
obstacles.

Receptive 
Open to new ideas and 
tend to be collaborative. 
They are not autocratic 
or fixed in their ways.

Customer 
centric

Differentiated 
offering

Goal

Fu
rt

he
r g

ro
w

th

Strategic thinking

Guided by 
evidence

Value &  
empower staff

Collaboration

Protect profit

Invest in  
business
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Our research suggests that focused and adaptive leadership can be a fundamental trait of businesses that succeed over the 
long-term in the face of dynamic economies and evolving marketplaces. The leaders of resilient retail businesses have a positive, 
success-driven mindset based on the following traits and actions:

Traits

• Confidence - they know their market and customer.
• Passion - they are authentically passionate about their product or service and its place in the market.
• Optimism - they expect change and recognise it as an opportunity, not an obstacle. 
• Openness or receptiveness - they are actively open to new ideas and tend not to be autocratic or have fixed viewpoints.

Behaviours

• Think strategically - they constantly observe and monitor trends, looking for ways to turn threats into opportunities.
• Collaborate - they value the benefits of partnership with suppliers and third parties to deliver differentiated products and 

value-added services. 
• Guided by evidence - they invest in data and insights to enable informed decision making, and therefore rely less on intuition 

and more on tangible evidence. They experiment but learn from past failures.
• Value and empower staff - they harness internal talent, encourage bottom up feedback and involve employees in decision 

making to contribute to success.
• Invest in the business - they drive profitability through enhanced customer experiences and improve technology infrastructure 

to meet increasing customer expectations and create efficiencies.
• Protect their capital and profit - they are prepared to walk away from potential investments and avoid ongoing reductions to 

profit margins.

The mindset of a resilient 
retail business leader

CommBank Retail Insights Report
Edition 7

" It’s like Darwin said; it’s not the fastest 
animal or the fittest animal, it’s not 
the strongest animal; it’s the most 
adaptable that survives."
Landlord  
Western Australia
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Case study: Romeo’s brings theatre  
to food shopping

CommBank Retail Insights Report
Edition 7
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For Romeo’s Retail Group, ensuring sustainable success 
in the supermarket sector in Australia – arguably one of 
the world’s most competitive sectors – meant adopting 
strategies designed to keep pace with customer demand 
and build an innate adaptability to competitive threats.

Central to this strategy has been a focus on customer 
experience and moving with emerging trends, however, 
strong leadership that pressure tests decisions and fosters 
equality among staff members, was equally crucial to driving 
ongoing growth.

Romeo’s Retail Group is a family-owned and operated 
independent supermarket business with 40 stores across 
South Australia and New South Wales.  

The Romeo’s Retail Group stores are designed to fit into 
the communities in which they operate, providing targeted 
offerings that the bigger retailers find challenging to 
compete with. 

Part of the group’s success is its approach to customising its 
local operations and eschewing a cookie-cutter approach. 

“Because we are nimble we can be more responsive and that 
forms a key strength. We leverage it to get a piece of the 
pie,” said Romeo’s Retail Group owner, Joseph Romeo.

In their Martin Place store in Sydney, there is a skew towards 
grab-and-go, ready-meals, and heathy eating. Other stores 
are focused on the demographics of the communities they 
operate in, specialising in pasta or Kosher food, for example.

According to Joseph, people want a one-stop shop and the 
increased convenience of a medium-sized store that's easy 
to get to, and park at, where the range is fresh, and the 
ambience encourages frequent repeat visits.

“We’re essentially running the fruit shop, the baker and the 
butcher inside our own stores. We’ve got unique things 
like walk-in cheese rooms, and fishmongers in our fish 
departments and continental delis,” he said.

Where retail trends are concerned, Joseph believes the 
group has always been ahead of the local market. 

“Ready-meals is a classic example. We never used to 
measure that category with sales four or five years ago, 
where we do now. We've dedicated space typically for 
ready-meals where it used to be just either in the meat 
department, the deli department or in the dairy department. 
Now it's a destination where customers can go and grab 
their different ready-meal.”

Romeo's has a programme to refurbish its stores every seven 
years to account for changes in customer shopping habits 
and update the shopping experience. The refurbishment 
programme incorporates changes to the product range as 
well as new fixtures, decor and design.

After three decades in the supermarket business Romeo’s 
Retail Group has demonstrated agility and resilience, 
but growth has meant constantly managing change and 
rigorously assessing risk.

“We started off with one store and the whole family worked 
in the store and we all knew our customers. We’re successful 
not because we just open the door every day, but because 
we keep changing our offer, we keep trying to get better, 
improve ourselves, train our staff even more, so that 
resilience is there. Even when our back is against the wall, we 
don't just give up, we push harder, and that's just the nature 
of the business,” said Joseph.

“We feel just as confident as we were ten years ago. That 
change in maturity has helped us manage our risk better by 
stress testing, by analysing what is right, what is wrong. We 
also look at the model of what would happen if competition 
opens up in every single store location. What will happen? 
Would we still survive? What would we change?” he said.

“As long as you are providing a product that customers want 
or need, you're always going to be in business regardless 
of what field you're in. If you are the same as everyone else 
but charge more, you won’t survive. If you offer something 
different, and something different could be that you are in 
an unbelievable location, easy parking, you've got great staff 
in the stores, the stores are clean, tidy and customers trust 
the brand, you can't go wrong.”

CommBank Retail Insights Report
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Romeo’s Retail Group
" We change the total feel of 
the store, the ambience, the 
theatre of the store. We'll 
change the fixturing, a 
whole new décor, look and 
feel. Customers want to feel, 
they want shopping not 
to be a chore but to be an 
experience.”
Joseph Romeo
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Supercharging success with  
a supportive landlord
Resilience is boosted by collaboration
Bricks and mortar retailers with a supportive landlord can increase their resilience through a shared focus on customer-centricity and strategic growth goals.
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Shopping centre definitions – 
typical composition
Super Regional Centre
Exceeds 85,000sqm, includes two department 
stores, one or more discount department stores, 
two supermarkets, 250 specialty stores.

Major Regional Centre
50,000-85,000sqm, includes at least one 
department store, one or more discount 
department stores, one or more supermarkets, 
150 specialty stores.

Regional Centre
30,000-50,000sqm, includes at least one 
department store, one discount department 
store, one or more supermarkets, 100 specialty 
stores.

Sub-regional Centre
10,000-30,000sqm, includes at least one 
discount department store, one supermarket,  
40 specialty stores.

Neighbourhood Centre
Less than 10,000sqm, includes one supermarket 
and up to 35 specialty stores.

CommBank Retail Insights Report
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Bricks and mortar retailers can supercharge their resilience if their landlord is engaged and supportive. 

More than two thirds of retailers who lease their premises believe that landlords are supportive, including 25% that claim their 
landlords are very or extremely supportive. When considering the different types of landlords, shopping centre operators are 
perceived by retailers as more supportive than shopping strip landlords.

Super regional and major regional centres are considered the most supportive landlords, with 76% and 79% of retailers 
respectively indicating they receive some level of support (indicating their landlords are at least somewhat supportive). This is 
closely followed by retailers’ view of the support provided by regional (75%) and neighbourhood centres (73%). 

Owners of shops within city centres/major high street shopping strips and local or suburban shopping strips were less likely to be 
rated as supportive by their retail tenants (61% and 57% respectively).

Rating of landlords
More than two thirds of retailers believe their landlord is supportive.

Not at all supportive

Not very supportive

Very supportive

Somewhat supportive

Extremely supportive

8%

24%

43%

18%

7%

Supercharging resilience for 
bricks and mortar retailers
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Relationship with landlords

Investing

Marketing

Added Value

CommBank Retail Insights Report
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 Not supportive  Not sure  Somewhat supportive  Strongly supportive

Added value services are important
It’s traditional for landlords to invest in their 
centres to make the shopping precincts 
appealing, accessible and easy to navigate, to 
optimise the retail mix and to offer sustainable 
rents and fair terms. 

More than 50% of retailers agree that landlords 
are appropriately focused on those activities 
while just 20% disagree.

Landlords also spend on marketing activities, 
including events to attract shoppers, and 
collaborative sales and promotions across the 
precinct. However, fewer than 50% of retailers 
rate their landlord as supportive when it comes 
to these marketing activities.

An area of investment where landlords could 
win more favour from retailers is in added value 
services such as providing data and insights 
on shopper behaviour in the precinct and 
supporting the negotiation of better deals with 
suppliers. When asked about the support they 
received in these areas, the majority of retailers 
didn’t agree that landlords provided adequate 
support. 

However, the greatest area of difference 
between retailers who regard their landlords 
as very supportive and those who consider 
them unsupportive is in marketing and 
communication support (including promotions 
and events to attract more foot traffic) and the 
provision of data and insights. These may be the 
most impactful areas for landlords to focus on to 
lift the support they give their retail tenants. 

Importantly the research showed that retailers 
with supportive landlords are more likely to 
report higher growth.

Appealing precinct, easily accesible, easily located, mix optmised, fair rents

Events for precinct, events for store, strong marketing, promotions collaboration

Provides insights, strong community, good website, supports supplier negotiations

27% 29% 10%34%

22% 34% 13%31%

23% 41% 16%20%
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High growth and high satisfaction
Higher growth retailers, characterised as those 
who have had over 5% growth in the past 12 
months, report the strongest levels of support 
from their landlord. 

While landlords that were rated as very 
supportive were more likely to be aiding 
their retail tenants through marketing and 
communications support, they were also 
focused on the consumers that visit their 
centres. For example, most well-supported 
retailers noted that their landlords offered 
appealing and attractive precincts and sought 
to optimise the retail mix to cater to shopper’s 
needs.

Conversely, retailers that have experienced no 
growth in the past 12 months indicate the lowest 
levels of support provided by their landlord. 

Sixty-eight percent indicate their landlord does 
not support their business by collaborating and 
implementing initiatives to drive foot traffic and 
better trading conditions. For higher growth 
retailers, perceived support in this area improves 
significantly - up 33%.

The strength of the relationship between retailer 
and landlord has improved over the past few 
years, reflecting a recognition that collaboration 
will enhance outcomes for both parties.

Not  
supportive

37%

Not  
supportive

17%

Very  
supportive

9%

Very  
supportive

26%

Somewhat  
supportive

23%

Somewhat  
supportive

39%

Not sure
31%

Not sure
18%

No growth (declining or no revenue over past 12 months) 
Comparing landlord support with retailer’s outlook for growth.

Higher growth (over 5% revenue over past 12 months) 
Comparing landlord support with retailer’s outlook for growth.
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The landlord’s mindset
Partnering for success
When working together and sharing similar goals, outlooks and mindsets, resilient retailers and supportive landlords create considerable synergies. 
This goes beyond reducing the traditional tension that accompanies tenancy relationships and boosts the success of both parties.
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Supportive landlords are, like resilient retailers, 
confident about their business and the market in 
which they operate.  

They are committed to the sector for the 
long term and understand that they win if 
their retailers win. As such, they consult and 
collaborate to promote better growth outcomes 
for all parties.

The long-term sustainability of the centre is at 
the heart of a supportive landlord’s strategy.  

To safeguard this sustainability, centre owners 
must account for a range of stakeholder 
demands but their attention is focussed 
on meeting the needs of their tenants and 
customers visiting the centre.

Recognising the symbiotic relationship with the 
retailers in their centre, they collaborate widely 
to ensure their retailers thrive.  

Like resilient retailers, supportive landlords put 
the customer at the heart of their decision-
making, and increasingly look to have broader 
relevance to the community in which they 
operate. 

How 
supportive 
landlords 
think

CommBank Retail Insights Report
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" We invested heavily in the presentation of the centre to make it more 
appealing for customers to come often and spend more time in and make 
them part of the community… rather than just where you go and wheel 
the trolley in and wheel the trolley out.”
Landlord  
(Neighbourhood Centres)  
New South Wales, Victoria and Western Australia

" You need to follow what is happening, keep up to date with new and 
different players and concepts… and you need to understand your market.”
Landlord  
(Sub-regional & Neighbourhood Centres)  
South Australia

" Our motive is very much about the tenant. If the tenant is profitable,  
and they’re making money, and they’ve got a business that’s going to 
grow, then our business works.”
Landlord  
(Sub-Regional & Neighbourhood Centres)  
Western Australia
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Supportive landlords recognise that assisting 
retailers is key to their success, and they bring 
a particular mindset to support their mutual 
growth goals and strategy.

They identify business opportunities by 
monitoring broad market trends, for example, 
the growing user base of electric cars, the 
increasing number of people who work flexibly, 
and changing consumer behaviour.

They also monitor retailer performance both 
within their centres and elsewhere as part of 
optimising the future retail mix.

Investment in centre facilities and amenities 
is about more than just access, maintenance 
and security. Some supportive landlords are 
engaging in the shift to alternative energy 
sources, in particular, solar power, to reduce 
overall energy costs and pass savings on to 
tenants. They are also focused on optimising 
the retail mix within their centres, so shoppers 
are driven to visit, and once in the centre, 
are catered for by a variety of facilities and 
experiences which work to extend their stay.

Our research indicates that successful landlords 
are investing in centre facilities and fit-outs 
to create an authentic ambience and mood 
within their properties, provide places to meet, 
relax and even work, with free WiFi becoming 
increasingly common.

CommBank Retail Insights Report
Edition 7

Hallmarks of a supportive landlord

Landlord mindset Goal Approach

Confident 
Know their business 
and the various 
markets they  
operate in.

Committed 
Long term investments 
in retail.

Single minded 
Strive for the benefits 
of the collective group.

Consultative 
Actively share expertise 
to promote better 
outcomes for all.

Fu
rt

he
r g

ro
w

th

Community 
Relevance

Shopper  
Centric

Thriving  
Retailers

Optimise  
retail mix

Managing risk

Strategy 
Sustainability

Strategic thinking

Invest in  
centres

Support retailers 
to succeed
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When comparing the hallmarks of a resilient 
retail business with those of a supportive 
landlord, both share key attributes. In particular, 
well-founded confidence in their businesses 
and the markets in which they operate. Those 
retailers who say their landlord is very supportive 
are significantly more likely to be highly resilient, 
compared to those retailers who say their 
landlords are not supportive.

They also share a focus on putting the customer 
at the centre of their businesses to create an 
accessible and enjoyable shopping experience.

This synergy can create a return on investment 
by generating profits for both parties, as well as 
a rewarding experience for customers.

Importantly, both the supportive landlord and 
the resilient retailer are forward thinking and 
outward looking, adapting their strategies to 
meet or counter new trends and influences as 
they work towards growth goals.

Synergy 
builds 
success

Synergy between retailers and landlords
Resilient retailers and supportive landlords share similar goals and have a confident and optimistic outlook.

" Delivering the right ambience, 
added benefit facilities, and the 
most appealing mix of retailers, 
hospitality and services, makes the 
centre attractive and a more vital 
part of the community in which it 
operates.”
Jerry Macey  
National Manager, Retail Industry 
Business and Private Banking 
Commonwealth Bank of Australia

Resilient retailers Supportive landlords

Growth

Common Goal

Approach

Mindset • Confident
• Optimistic
• Passionate
• Receptive

• Confident
• Committed
• Single minded
• Consultative

Maintain relevance

• Customer centric
• Differentiation

Developing a relevant and 
profitable offering that 
evolves for customers

• Strategic thinking
• Invest in business
• Protect profit
• Value & empower staff
• Guided by evidence
• Collaboration

Reshaping shopping centres

Delivering win-win outcomes 
for tenants and landlords

• Strategic thinking
• Invest in centres
• Managing risk
• Optimise retail mix
• Support retailers to succeed

Sustainability

• Customer centric
• Community 

relevance
• Thriving retailers

Strategy

 Common factor
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Outlook and resilience levels
Sector insights
Confidence has remained steady across all four sectors, with most reporting moderate to high resilience to future challenges, although they are 
receiving varying degrees of support from landlords.
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Food & Liquor

62%
are moderately or highly resilient

Outlook Forecast business conditions over the next 12 months

Confidence has risen for the Food & 
Liquor sector, with 46% of retailers 
expecting conditions to improve 
over the next 12 months and 61% 
expecting to see revenue growth of 
more than 5% over the coming year.

H1 2018

   Improve: 44%  

   Stay the same: 46%  

   Decline: 10% 

H2 2018

   Improve: 46%  

   Stay the same: 42%  

   Decline: 12% 

Resilience and risk Chance of failure in the next 3-5 years Resilience rating

The majority of Food & Liquor 
retailers have reported strong 
resilience with almost two thirds 
saying they have medium to high 
resilience levels. This is supporting 
the lowest perceived likelihood of 
failure of any sector, with 65% of 
Food & Liquor retailers indicating 
there is no, or a low, chance of failure 
over the next three to five years.

None: 29%

Low: 36%

Some: 29%

High: 6%

High: 15%

Some: 47%

Low: 38%

Relationship with landlord Supportive landlord

Food & Liquor retailers are the 
most likely of any sector to rate 
their landlord as at least somewhat 
supportive.

Very + extremely supportive: 12%

Somewhat supportive: 65%

Not supportive: 23%
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Clothing & Footwear

86%
expect business conditions  

to remain steady or improve  
over the next 12 months

Outlook Forecast business conditions over the next 12 months

Clothing & Footwear retailers are 
feeling more optimistic than in 
our last survey, with 41% believing 
business conditions will improve 
over the next 12 months and 50% 
expecting significant revenue growth 
of more than 5%. 

H1 2018

   Improve: 40%  

   Stay the same: 38%  

   Decline: 22% 

H2 2018

   Improve: 41%  

   Stay the same: 45%  

   Decline: 14% 

Resilience and risk Chance of failure in the next 3-5 years Resilience rating

While the majority of Clothing & 
Footwear retailers say there is little 
to no chance of failure in the next 
three to five years and 60% report 
moderate to high resilience, there 
are still many that perceive a risk of 
failure. 

None: 11%

Low: 40%

Some: 38%

High: 11%

High: 12%

Some: 48%

Low: 40%

Relationship with landlord Supportive landlord

Clothing & Footwear retailers 
generally perceive a high degree of 
support from landlords compared to 
other sectors, and were, alongside 
Homewares & Hardware, most likely 
to rate their landlords as very or 
extremely supportive.

Very + extremely supportive: 30%

Somewhat supportive: 37%

Not supportive: 33%
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Homewares & Hardware

70%
receive some level of support  

from their landlord

Outlook Forecast business conditions over the next 12 months

Improving confidence among 
Homewares & Hardware retailers has 
been driven largely by increased foot 
traffic, with 52% of retailers noticing 
an increase over the past year and 
17% planning to increase their 
footprint.

H1 2018

   Improve: 44%  

   Stay the same: 44%  

   Decline: 12% 

H2 2018

   Improve: 47%  

   Stay the same: 39%  

   Decline: 14% 

Resilience and risk Chance of failure in the next 3-5 years Resilience rating

Homewares & Hardware retailers 
have reported the strongest 
resilience levels of any sector, with 
almost one in five saying they are 
highly resilient. The majority of 
Homewares and Hardwares retailers 
also report little to no likelihood of 
failure, however 47% said that there 
is some or a high chance of failure 
over the next three to five years.

None: 13%

Low: 40%

Some: 33%

High: 14%

High: 19%

Some: 48%

Low: 33%

Relationship with landlord Supportive landlord

Homewares & Hardware retailers are 
receiving elevated levels of support 
from landlords compared to other 
sectors, with 70% indicating some 
degree of support. While almost 
one in three are currently receiving 
no support, the same number 
rated landlords as very or extremely 
supportive – equal highest alongside 
Clothing & Footwear.

Very + extremely supportive: 30%

Somewhat supportive: 40%

Not supportive: 30%
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Other Retail

52%
say there is low or no chance of 
failure over the next 3-5 years

Outlook Forecast business conditions over the next 12 months

The Other Retail sector includes a 
range of categories highly dependent 
on discretionary consumption, 
including bookshops, music, 
entertainment and recreational 
goods. Confidence for these retailers 
is lower than other sectors, with 
only 35% anticipating improved 
business conditions in the year ahead 
and almost one in two expecting 
conditions to remain steady.

H1 2018

   Improve: 38%  

   Stay the same: 42%  

   Decline: 20% 

H2 2018

   Improve: 35%  

   Stay the same: 48%  

   Decline: 17% 

Resilience and risk Chance of failure in the next 3-5 years Resilience rating

Despite 60% of the Other Retail 
sector reporting medium to high 
levels of resilience, these retailers are 
divided over the chance of failure 
over the next three to five years. 
The majority believe there is little to 
no chance of failure, while 48% say 
there is some or a high likelihood.

None: 15%

Low: 37%

Some: 35%

High: 13%

High: 12%

Some: 48%

Low: 40%

Relationship with landlord Supportive landlord

The Other Retail sector is the least 
likely of any sector to receive support 
from their landlords, with just 51% of 
retailers in this sector rating landlords 
as at least somewhat supportive.

Very + extremely supportive: 14%

Somewhat supportive: 37%

Not supportive: 49%
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Talk to us
Visit commbank.com.au/retailinsights
Call 13 19 98  to access Australian-based Business Banking Specialists around the clock.

Things you should know: This report is published solely for information purposes. As this report has been prepared without considering your objectives, financial situation or needs, you should, before acting on the information in this report, consider its appropriateness to your circumstances and if 
necessary seek the appropriate professional advice. The information in this report is based on a survey of 638 decision-makers from small, medium and large retailers across Australia, with turnover ranging from less than $1 million to over $500 million, and in-depth interviews with seven retailers and 
six retail property landlords by ACA Research on behalf of the Commonwealth Bank. Any opinions, views of contributors, conclusions or recommendations are reasonably held or made, based on the information available at the time of this report’s compilation, but no representation or warranty, either 
expressed or implied, is made or provided as to the accuracy, reliability or completeness of any statement made in this report. Commonwealth Bank of Australia ABN 48 123 123 124, ASFL and Australian credit licence 234945.

https://www.commbank.com.au/business/business-insights/industries/retail.html

